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### Title:
Jaucian v. Querol: The Question of Unpresented Claims Against Deceased Estates in the
Philippine Supreme Court

### Facts:
In 1908, Roman Jaucian obtained a signed acknowledgment of debt for P13,332.33 from
Lino Dayandante and Hermenegilda Rogero (as surety, jointly and severally liable) bearing a
10% annual interest. Following a failed attempt by Rogero to have her obligation cancelled
claiming her signature was obtained fraudulently, she initiated legal action against Jaucian
in the Court  of  First  Instance of  Albay,  to which he countered with a cross-complaint
demanding  payment.  The  court  ruled  in  her  favor;  however,  Jaucian  appealed  to  the
Supreme Court  which overturned the lower court’s  decision declaring the claim valid.
During the appeal process, Rogero died, and administration proceedings for her estate
commenced with  Francisco Querol  as  administrator.  Jaucian,  failing initial  attempts  to
assert his claim during the estate proceedings under the presumption that Rogero was
merely Dayandante’s surety, was advised to first seek judgment against Dayandante. After
establishing Dayandante’s insolvency, Jaucian renewed his claim against Rogero’s estate
which was again opposed by Querol and ultimately dismissed by the court. The dismissal
was based on a  technical  ground:  Jaucian’s  failure to  present  his  claim to  the claims
committee within the prescribed period. The case reached the Supreme Court through an
appeal by Jaucian.

### Issues:
1. Whether the claim of Roman Jaucian against the estate of the deceased Hermenegilda
Rogero, distinctively marked as a debt acknowledgment by Rogero (jointly and severally
with  Dayandante),  was  incorrectly  considered  contingent  and  hence  barred  for  non-
presentation to the estate’s claims committee.
2. The legal standing of Jaucian’s claim, considered contingent due to Rogero being seen as
a surety, and its validity in the light of compulsory presentation to the appointed claims
committee.

### Court’s Decision:
The Court held that Rogero, even if seen as Dayandante’s surety, was jointly and severally
liable which made Jaucian’s  claim absolute rather than contingent.  The obligation was
solidary according to Articles 1822,  1144,  1830,  and 1831 of  the Civil  Code,  meaning
Rogero’s  estate  was  immediately  responsible  for  the  debt  upon her  death.  The  Court
clarified the misinterpretation of “joint” obligations under the Code of Civil  Procedure,
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emphasizing its equivalence to “solidary” obligations, making Jaucian’s failure to present his
claim to the committee fatal. The claim was absolute, making its non-presentation within the
prescribed period result in its barring, thus upholding the trial court’s dismissal of Jaucian’s
petition.

### Doctrine:
The Supreme Court elucidated the difference between “joint” (mancomunadamente) and
“joint and several” (solidariamente) liabilities, affirming that in the context of the case and
under Philippine law, a “joint” obligation implicates a “solidary” (in solidum) responsibility.
Consequently, an estate is immediately accountable for a deceased’s debts, making claims
against it absolute requirements that need presentation to the estate’s claims committee
within a specific period, or else they are barred.

### Class Notes:
1. **Joint and Several Liability (Solidarity)** – When parties are “jointly and severally”
liable, each party is responsible for the entire obligation, allowing the creditor to demand
full payment from any or all the debtors.
2. **Presentation to Claims Committee** – Claims against a deceased person’s estate must
be presented to the estate’s claims committee within the prescribed period; failing which,
the claim is permanently barred.
3. **Civil Code Provisions on Surety and Solidary Obligations**:
– **Article 1822** outlines surety obligations.
– **Article 1144** allows creditors to pursue any or all solidary debtors.
– **Articles 1830 and 1831** dictate surety rights and obligations when a surety is bound
jointly and severally (solidarily).
4. **Section 698 of the Code of Civil Procedure** states that an estate is liable for joint
debts as though the deceased were solely responsible.

### Historical Background:
This case highlights the intricacies of the legal system’s handling of estate claims in the
Philippines early in the 20th century, particularly the differentiation between “joint” and
“solidary” obligations under the Civil and the Code of Civil Procedure, showing the blending
of Spanish civil law principles with American procedural influences. The decision serves as a
precedent for the handling of claims against estates, clarifying the obligations of debtors
and the rights of creditors in the post-mortem settlement of debts.


